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Executive Summary 

The MixedEmotions project encompasses emotion recognition from multiple modalities (text, speech and            

video) and multiple languages. This document, Deliverable 4.4, describes tools for emotion recognition             

from multilingual textual content and efforts toward expanding the state of the art. This includes the                

analysis of sentiment (positive, negative or neutral) as well as the identification of emotions along more                

detailed emotion representation schemes such as Ekman’s basic 6 emotions (Joy, Fear, Anger, Surprise,              

Sadness and Disgust) [Ekman 1992] or a continuous dimensional representation such as VAD (Valence,              

Arousal, Dominance) [Osgood 1957, Bradley and Lang 1999].  

Established algorithms for these have been applied in several languages of particular relevance to              

MixedEmotions pilot projects, using a number of state of the art approaches, including supervised machine               

learning (for example support vector machines and deep learning) and unsupervised lexical or knowledge              

based techniques. Standard lexical resources such as emotion or sentiment lexicons and annotated corpora              

were used to develop the models and provision has been made for users of the MixedEmotions platform to                  

incorporate customised linguistic resources to improve emotion and sentiment recognition in their specific             

domain. 

With regard to emotion recognition from text beyond sentiment analysis, it was recognised that existing               

annotated corpora are not of sufficient scope and quality to provide quality recognition results, and new                

crowd-sourced annotations of social media texts have been obtained. 

Current lexical resources for sentiment and emotion recognition are predominantly in English and             

non-existent for many European languages, effectively preventing direct modelling of sentiment and            

emotion for those languages and restricting model quality for languages with few resources.             

MixedEmotions has build novel emotion lexicons for all 23 official European languages through machine              

translation of resources in the English language and provides machine translation services to those              

languages for cross-lingual application or transfer of existing models. 

1 Introduction 

Sentiment analysis from text (detecting positive or negative sentiment) can be seen as a specific form of                 

emotion analysis, and has received a great deal of attention in the research literature, with accuracies as high                  
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as 80%, and identification of sentiment associated with entities referred to in text. For that reason, separate                 

sentiment analysis modules have been constructed.  

More generic emotion analysis has received relatively little attention and suffers from a lack of quality                

human annotated data for training and testing as well as a relative lack of research effort in building                  

emotion detection algorithms. This situation is rapidly changing, and new methods for emotion detection              

are appearing in the literature [Mohammad 2015, Wang et al. 2016]. 

This deliverable is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of emotion recognition from text,                

detailing the challenges involved and approaches used. This section includes a description of predominant              

emotion representation schemes as used in current emotion recognition models. Section 3 describes the              

sentiment analysis modules. Section 4 describes work toward multilingual emotion recognition. Section 5             

presents the development of a new emotion annotated data resource. Section 6 presents the development of                

WordNet lexical resources in multiple languages. Section 7 discusses cross-lingual transfer of emotion             

models with the aid of machine translation. Finally, Section 8 concludes the deliverable. 

2 Overview of Emotion Recognition in Text 

This Section provides a brief history and overview of sentiment and emotion recognition in text,               

highlighting the principal challenges to effective implementations. Section 2.1 describes the terms sentiment             

and emotion analysis, introducing the primary achievements and challenges in the current state of the art.                

Section 2.2 summarises research in emotion representation schemes, focusing on those commonly used in              

the emotion analysis research communities. Section 2.3 discusses the current lack of ground truth data for                

emotion recognition in text, perhaps the most significant challenge for current research efforts. Section 2.2,               

discussing emotion representation, is relevant also to the other MixedEmotions deliverables from work             

package 4. 

2.1 Sentiment and Emotion Recognition 

The term “Sentiment analysis” has traditionally been used to describe the identification of graded positive,               

negative or neutral feeling, though recent academic use of the term encompasses also the identification of                

more nuanced emotions. The MixedEmotions project uses the term in its more traditional sense, as is widely                 

done in industrial applications to date.  
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A substantial body of research into sentiment analysis of text exists and established tools are widely used in                  

industrial applications. The MixedEmotions platform includes several sentiment analysis modules utilising           

state of the art sentiment analysis algorithms and enabled for multiple languages (see Section 3). It should                 

be noted that these tools are trained on either generic data or data specific to particular domains, and that                   

performance outside the domain of the training data can be expected to degrade. Provision is made for                 

platform users to provide their own annotated data of specific relevance to their use case. 

Emotion analysis, the identification of more nuanced emotions, is a relatively new endeavour and poses               

new challenges beyond those found in sentiment analysis. The first challenge is one of emotion               

representation, where emotion researchers from the field of Psychology still debate the varying merits of               

schemes proposed to date (see Section 2.2). The second challenge is the lack of and difficulty in obtaining                  

quality ground truth data (see Section 2.3). The third, though perhaps least significant challenge, is the                

complexity of the classification task — given sufficient quality training data, modern machine learning and               

natural language processing techniques can be expected to be capable of effective emotion recognition. 

There are a number of commercial offerings in the market today that provide emotion detection services                

from text utilising traditional linguistic analysis in combination with semantic technologies and substantial             

proprietary knowledge bases. Examples include the IBM Watson tone analyser  and AdoreBoard . 1 2

2.2 Emotion Representation 

The first challenge to recognising emotions beyond sentiment is emotion representation. Although emotion             

researchers from the field of Psychology still debate the varying merits of schemes proposed, several               

representation schemes have a reasonable level of acceptance in the Psychology literature and are in use in                 

emotion analysis efforts.  

Early work on linguistic characterisation of emotion found that emotion could largely be characterised by               

just three dimensions: primarily affective valence (ranging from positive to negative, often termed             

“pleasure”) and arousal (ranging from calm to excited), along with a dimension they labelled “dominance”               

or “control” (a measure of personal power or confidence associated with the emotion), having less               

significance [Osgood et al. 1957]. With these three dimensions, most emotions can be distinguished. Often               

1https://www.google.com/url?q=https://tone-analyzer-demo.mybluemix.net/&sa=D&ust=1476013022163000&usg=A
FQjCNE-DmWwOxkYR-Hh9G2tsFxnrTbl_Q 
2 https://adoreboard.com/ 
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the third dimension is omitted, however in this case emotions such as fear and anger cannot be separated                  

(they both have high arousal and low valence, but fear has low dominance and anger high dominance).  

Some work in text emotion analysis has used this VAD (Valence, Arousal, Dominance) model, including               

the widely used dictionary of emotionally significance of words “Affective Norms of English Words”              

(ANEW) and “Affective Norms of English Texts” (ANET) [Bradley and Lang 1999]. More recently, an               

annotated Chinese text data set has been created [Yu et al. 2016] using VA scores, and a model developed                   

to detect dimensional emotion scores in text applied to that data as well as sentiment scores in English                  

[Wang et al. 2016]. This scheme is also widely used in emotion recognition from audio, images and video,                  

though often the third dimension (Dominance) is not modelled. 

Valence and sentiment are often considered the same (for example in [Wang et al. 2016]), however this is                  

not necessarily the case. Sentiment is a directed opinion, whereas valence is an experienced aspect of                

emotion. It may be true that the two often correlate, that when someone expresses positive sentiment, they                 

are feeling good, and when they express negative sentiment, they’re feeling bad, but it is easy to imagine                  

situations in which sentiment and valence differ: someone expressing neutral sentiment but feeling good,              

someone who is happy to announce they don’t like something, someone feeling sad, but admitting that                

something is quite good. 

The existence of “basic” emotions from which all other emotions are derived has also been theorised by                 

scholars of emotion, and a number of schemes have been proposed. There are two prominent schemes that                 

have been adopted widely by the emotion recognition research community. Paul Ekman [Ekman 1992]              

proposed a set of 6 basic emotions : joy, sadness, anger, fear, disgust and surprise. Robert Plutchik [Plutchik                  

1980; Plutchik 1991] proposed 8 basic emotions including Ekman’s 6 as well as trust and anticipation and                 

further divided each into 3 levels of arousal, resulting in 24 emotion categories.. Though this scheme has                 

received little further attention in the emotion research literature from Psychology, it has recently received               

attention in emotion recognition from text [Mohammad 2015].  

Other emotion research argues that a richer representation scheme is necessary. For example, Hudika              

[Hudlika 2011] attempts to categorise emotion in terms of a set of appraisal variables, resulting in a rich and                   

complex emotion representation scheme. Such schemes are generally considered too complex for use in              

automated emotion detection tools, which already struggle with the simpler schemes above. Nonetheless,             

some recent work in emotion recognition from text has used an extensive list of emotion labels, for example                  
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Mohammad and Kiritchenko [Mohammad and Kiritchenko 2015] worked with 585 distinct emotions, using             

them to effectively identify personality types. For many applications, however, emotion summaries are             

sought, and some level of simplification of the plethora of human emotions is needed. 

 [Hudlika 2011] 

 

2.3 Lexical Resources for Emotion Recognition 

There are a number of emotion labelled lexicons which can be used to aid emotion recognition attempts. In                  

general, these are insufficient in themselves to obtain quality emotion recognition systems as they cannot               

take into account contextual elements of word usage, however when words labelled with specific emotions               

are used as features in more sophisticated models, they do improve sentiment and emotion recognition               

systems [Mohammad 2015]. To date, these resources are primarily in English, with only a few in other                 

languages. 

Three of the more significant emotion lexicons available in the research literature are outlined below: 

● NRC (National Research Council Canada) Emotion Lexicon proposed by Saif Mohammad           

[Mohammad and Turney 2013]. This lexicon is available in 20 languages, including English and              

Spanish. The emotions that are contained in this lexicon are: anger, anticipation, disgust, fear, joy,               

sadness, surprise, trust [Plutchik 1991]. 
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● WordNet-Affect [Strapparava et al. 2004] is an extension of WordNet Domains, including a subset              

of synsets suitable to represent affective concepts correlated with affective words. Through            

translations of WordNet (see Section 6), MixedEmotions has made this available in all 23 official               

European languages. 

● Affective Norm for English Words [Bradley and Lang 1999] is a dictionary based on a VAD model                 

(valence, arousal and dominance). A Spanish version of this dictionary is also available [Redondo              

et.al. 2007]. Note that, unlike WordNet, automatic translations of this lexicon are likely unreliable. 

2.4 Ground Truth Data 

Perhaps the most difficult challenge for emotion analysis of text is the lack of ground truth - substantial data                   

sets with reliable emotion annotations. There are several reasons for this. Firstly, the area of research is                 

relatively new, so the number of annotation efforts for publicly available research is small. Secondly, it is                 

more difficult for annotators to reliably and consistently recognise specific emotions of the authors of, or                

stimulated by, texts than it is to recognise positive/neutral/negative sentiment. This is both because it is                

cognitively more challenging (not only is it more complicated, but emotion recognition by humans is               

instinctive, and not always easily perceived directly by untrained individuals) and because there can be               

substantial subjective influences, even within the same annotator at different times. And thirdly, successful              

classification models for more nuanced emotion categories or spaces require substantially more annotated             

data for a similar level of accuracy than, for example, sentiment detection. 

The lack of quality ground truth data has been noted in the literature [Mohammad and Alm 2015] and has                   

been confirmed by our experiments. For this reason, we have conducted a new, crowd sourced annotation                

project (see Section 5).  

3 Multilingual Sentiment and Opinion Analysis from Text 

Sentiment analysis, the recognition of positive, negative or neutral sentiment, is the most developed and               

arguably most achievable task for emotion extraction from text, with a long and prolific history of research                 

[Liu 2012, Medhat et al. 2014, Serrano-Guerrero et al. 2015]. Three partners in MixedEmotions have built                

modules for sentiment analysis using state of the art open source algorithms and resources. A fourth partner                 

has incorporated their in-house commercial sentiment detection tool into the platform. These act both as               

useful modules in their own right and as a basis from which to build more nuanced emotion analysis                  
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modules (see Section 4). Unless otherwise specified, these modules are open source and included with the                

MixedEmotions platform. 

Most of these modules utilise sentiment lexicons - list of words and sentiment commonly associated with                

those words. The modules utilise generic, standard lexicons, but specialised domain specific lexicons could              

be used in their place. The EuroSentiment project provides a pipeline for the development of such lexicons                 

and can be used to enhance the sentiment recognition capabilities of these modules for domain specific                

applications. 

The modules, their language scope and stage of development are as follows: 

Languages Implementation Partner Section 

EN LSTM, CNN (Python 3.5) NUIG 3.1 

EN, CZ Deep learning (Stanford CoreNLP) and SVM with n-grams 
(LingPipe) 

BUT 3.2 

EN, IT (closed source) ES 3.3 

EN, ES Lexicons and n-grams (SVM based), Word Embeddings UPM 3.4 

 

Model Evaluation 

Below is an overview of the performance of the MixedEmotions sentiment detection models. For further               

evaluation details, see the sections below describing each model in detail. English language models are               

evaluated on two standard datasets: tweets from the SemEval 2015 task 10B development data [Rosenthal               

et al. 2015], … ). For models in other languages, data specific to that language is used. 

In the tables below, UAR (Unweighted Average Recall) and micro-averaged F1 measures are reported.              

Training data performance is measured by 10-fold cross validation. 

English Language Sentiment Models 

Model Training 
CV-UAR 

Training 
CV-F1 

Tweets 
UAR 

Tweets 
F1 

Reviews 
UAR 

Reviews 
F1 

Section 

LSTM, CNN 0.77 
(CNN) 

0.70 
(LSTM) 

0.66 
(CNN) 

0.67 
(CNN) 

0.59 
(LSTM) 

0.58 
(LSTM) 

3.1 
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Stanford CoreNLP - - 0.388 0.358 0.578 0.624 3.2 

LingPipe SVM 0.837 0.838 0.398 0.407 0.750 0.759 3.2 

VADER - - 0.519 0.528 0.587 0.653 3.2 

LibSVM SVM 
based 
(sentiment140 
trained)* 

0.759* 0.757* 0.797* 0.790* - - 3.4 

SVM based 
(semeval trained) 

0.487 0.629 0.504 0.594 - - 3.4 

Word 
Embeddings* 

0.790* 0.790* 0.874* 0.826* - - 3.4 

*Aligned for binary classification. 

Non-English Sentiment Models 

Model Language Training  
CV-UAR 

Training 
CV-F1 

Section 

BUT Czech 0.860 0.861 3.2 

SVM based Spanish 74.27 74.43 3.4 

 

3.1 Sentiment Analysis Module for English 

The sentiment analysis module from the National University of Ireland, Galway, uses a machine learning               

based classifier which first needs to be trained on manually labeled sentiment datasets. The module               

classifies a given tweet or sentence, as positive , negative, or neutral . The module assumes that the input text                  

is already about a target brand, and excludes the functionality of verifying if a given text is about that brand                    

or not. The module is implemented in Python 3.5. It uses python based libraries like sklearn and Keras. 

3.1.1 Algorithm and Training Data 

Algorithm: The module switches between two neural network based classifiers, depending upon the nature              

of text. These two neural network architectures are, Convolutional Neural Networks and Long Short Term               

Memory Networks [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997; Gers et al. 2000] which are used for tweets and                

standard texts (non-tweets) respectively. The performance of such algorithms tends to vary with the quality               
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and quantity of manually labeled training data, similarity of the training data and the use case data, and                  

parameter tuning of the neural network architecture. Since we intend to train the classifiers on different                

datasets than they will be eventually used for, we do not perform much parameter tuning since it would                  

result in the overfitting of the classifiers for only one type of data.  

We use pre-trained word embeddings as features for our neural network based classifiers. Baroni et al.                

(2014) compared the word embeddings obtained through different methods, by using them for different              

semantic tasks. Based on those comparisons, we use a pre-trained COMPOSES embeddings, which are              

provided by Baroni et al. (2014). These embeddings/word vectors are of size 400. For tweets, we use Glove                  

(Pennington et al., 2014) based word embeddings trained on Twitter data, which comprises of 200               

dimensions. We observe that pre-trained word embeddings prove to be better features in the case of                

classifiers trained on a different domain dataset, since they tend to capture generic semantic and contextual                

information about a word and not just depend on the context and frequency information obtained from the                 

training dataset. 

Configuration: 

We use Keras 1.7 for implementing the neural network architectures. We use adam optimizers for both the                 

models. 

Convolutional Neural Networks: One hidden layer of size 40. 25 bi-gram filters, and 5 epochs.  

Long Short Term Neural Networks: One hidden layer of size 40. 5 epochs. 

Pre-Processing: The text obtained from web is full of linguistic irregularities like, repetition of              

punctuations, urls, mis-spelt words, smileys, social media vocabulary like LoL etc. This makes the              

automatic linguistic annotations (tokenization, lemmatization, Part of Speech tagging etc.) using standard            

NLP libraries, like, Stanford CoreNLP highly erroneous. The linguistic annotations of data is required for               

incorporating the linguistic features in our statistical classifier. For NLP related tasks, the text from social                

media is either cleaned and normalised, or dedicated linguistic annotation libraries and tools are available               

which take into consideration such irregularities while performing the automatic annotations. One such tool              

is Tweet NLP from Carnegie Mellon University, which can be used for the linguistic annotation of Tweets.                 

Fuller and standard texts, on the other hand can be pre-processed using Stanford CoreNLP library.               
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Therefore, for customised pre-processing, the text source should be specified as an argument (Twitter ,              

Non-Twitter) , while executing the module.  

Training Data: The sentiment classifier is trained on two of the existing state of the art datasets from                  

sentiment analysis studies. As mentioned previously, the text whose sentiments are required for the pilots,               

can fall in two categories. Non-Twitter text, i.e., the fuller texts from sources like reviews, and blogs; and                  

Twitter text. The current model for Twitter have been trained on the labeled tweets released as the Training                  

Dataset in the task 2 of SemEval 2013 [Nakov et al., 2013]. The dataset comprises of approximately 6300                  

tweets, which are tagged with positive (14%), negative (36%), and objective/neutral (50%) labels. The              

tweets cover a mixture of topics or sentiment targets, like people, products, and events. 

For fuller texts, we have trained the model on a hotel review dataset obtained from the ArguAna corpus                  

[Wachsmuth et al., 2014]. It comprises of 22000 sentences annotated with positive (36%), negative (39%),               

and objective (24%) labels.  

Evaluation Dataset: The table below presents results for both cross validation and cross datasets train and                

test evaluation. For cross dataset evaluation of CNN based model for tweets, we use the SemEval 2015                 

[Rosenthal et al. 2015] dataset for task 10. For cross dataset evaluation of LSTM based model for standard                  

texts, we use a product review dataset [Hu and Liu 2004]. It contains 3782 sentences annotated with                 

positive (28%), negative (17%) and neutral (54%) labels.  

Training Dataset Test Dataset  
P 

 
R 

 
F1 

SemEval 2013 Cross Validation 0.652 0.773 0.70 

SemEval 2013 SemEval 2015, Task 10B 
(development set) 

0.693 0.660 0.675 

Hotel Reviews (Arguana 
Corpus) 

Cross Validation 0.751 0.658 0.675 

Hotel Reviews (Arguana 
Corpus) 

(Hu and Liu, 2004) 0.560 0.593 0.576 
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3.2 Sentiment Analysis Module for English and Czech 

The sentiment analysis module from the Brno University of Technology (BUT) utilizes Stanford CoreNLP ,              3

LingPipe and newly added VADER Sentiment Analysis tools. It performs sentiment analysis of English              4 5

tweets as well as general texts in English and Czech. Having a suitable dataset, models for different                 

domains and languages can be trained. Since most of the tools are implemented in Java, the module is                  

written in Java as well. So, it can be used as an alternative to python-based sentiment analysis module. 

3.2.1 Algorithm and Training Data 

Stanford CoreNLP is an integrated suite of natural language processing tools for English, Spanish, and               

Chinese, which includes components for tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition,           

parsing, coreference, sentiment analysis. It is provided under the GPL licence. The BUT Sentiment Analysis               

Module integrates its sentiment analysis part along with its pre-trained models for English. The models for                

Czech are not available. The tool uses a new deep learning model to build up a representation of a whole                    

sentence based on its structure. The sentiment analysis module takes into account the way words compose                

meaning of longer phrases. The underlying technology is based on a new type of Recursive Neural                

Networks that builds on top of grammatical structures. Models were trained on Stanford Sentiment              

Treebank dataset containing 9,645 sentences. Two English models, distributed with Stanford CoreNLP,            

were employed in the BUT Sentiment Analysis module. The first one (sentiment.ser.gz) assigns one of the                

following labels to each sentence: very negative, negative, neutral, positive and very positive. The second               

model (sentiment.binary.ser.gz) is a binary model considering only negative and positive classes. The             

models are implemented as so-called Sentiment Treebanks, where each terminal node of a sentence tree               

represents a word from the sentence and a numeric label is assigned to every node of the tree [Manning et                    

al., 2014].  

Similarly to the Stanford CoreNLP, LingPipe is a toolkit for natural language processing written in Java. It                 

is provided under the AGPL license. LingPipe is efficient, scalable, reusable, and robust tool, which is able                 

to train at speed 5,000 sentiments per second and test at speed 1,000 sentiments per second. The sentiment                  

analysis algorithm is based on a bag-of-words model and utilizes SVM (Support Vector Machine) and               

3 http://nlp.stanford.edu/sentiment 
4 http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/ 
5 https://github.com/cjhutto/vaderSentiment 
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Naive Bayes classifiers. It supports custom classification as well as customizable N-gram features. The              

trained models allow user to classify texts as positive, neutral or negative [Alias-i, 2008].  

VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner) is a lexicon and rule-based sentiment             

analysis tool that is specifically attuned to sentiments expressed in social media. It is written in python and                  

is fully open-sourced under the MIT License [Hutto et al., 2014]. 

All tools treat each sentence as a single sentiment entity, i.e. passing multiple sentences results in multiple                 

answers. However, real data usually consists of multiple sentences. Thus, the final polarity of each               

sentiment is computed as a simple arithmetic mean of sentiments for each sentence. 

Having a suitable dataset for a particular domain or language, the LingPipe tool has ability to train a new                   

model for sentiment analysis. To do this, user has to implement a specific loader for the dataset and edit the                    

configuration file. The training is very fast, it reaches speeds up to 5,000 sentiments per second. 

The proposed algorithms are evaluated on several datasets, including Sanders analytics , Sentiment140 ,            6 7

Movie Review Data and Czech Reviews . Sanders analytics dataset is a free dataset for training and testing                 8 9

sentiment analysis algorithms. It consists of 5,513 hand-annotated tweets. Each tweet was categorized with              

respect to one of four different topics. Sentiment140 enables discovering the sentiment of a brand, product,                

or topic on Twitter. It contains 181 positive, 177 negative and 139 neutral sentiments. The Movie Review                 

Data dataset is a collection of movie-review documents labelled with respect to their overall sentiment               

polarity (32,937 positive and 31,783 negative sentiments) or subjective rating and sentences labelled with              

respect to their subjectivity status (subjective or objective) or polarity. The Czech Review dataset contains a                

number of user product reviews which are publicly available on the website of an established Czech online                 

shop with electronic devices. Each review consists of negative and positive aspects of products. It contains                

2,000 positive and negative segments from the reviews and their targets (manually tagged). 

Although the official performance of the Stanford CoreNLP is about 80%, it achieves only 43% accuracy                

on the Sanders analytics set, 52% on Sentiment140 set and 50% on the Movie Review set. Using 10-grams                  

model, LingPipe achieves accuracy 75% on the Sanders analytics set, 69% on Sentiment140, 70% on the                

Movie Review set and 91% on the Czech reviews set (see more details in the table below). The VADER                   

6 http://www.sananalytics.com/lab/twitter-sentiment/ 
7 http://help.sentiment140.com/ 
8 http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/ 
9 https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/xmlui/handle/11234/1-1507 
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achieves accuracy 72% on the Sanders analytics set, 80% on Sentiment140 and 63% on the Movie Review                 

set. 

In order to have comparable results, the English models were evaluated also on tweets from SemEval 2015                 

[Rosenthal et al. 2015] dataset for task 10 and on product review dataset [Hu and Liu 2004] that were used                    

also for evaluation of other sentiment analysis modules within the project. The results for each tool and each                  

dataset are stated in the table below. The Train columns correspond to 10-fold cross-validation results on                

training data set. Since no new models were trained for Stanford CoreNLP and VADER, those values are                 

available only for the LingPipe tool. 

English Language Sentiment Models 

Model Train 
P 

Train 
R 

Train 
F1 

Tweets 
P 

Tweets 
R 

Tweets 
F1 

Reviews 
P 

Reviews 
R 

Reviews 
F1 

Stanford 
CoreNLP 

- - - 0.455 0.388 0.358 0.762 0.578 0.624 

LingPipe 
SVM 

0.839 0.837 0.838 0.418 0.398 0.407 0.780 0.750 0.759 

VADER - - - 0.556 0.519 0.528 0.794 0.587 0.653 

 

Czech Sentiment Models 

Model (Training 
dataset) 

Precision Recall F1 

LingPipe 
(Czech reviews) 

0.860 0.860 0.861 
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3.3 Sentiment Analysis Module for English and Italian 

The sentiment analysis module for English and Italian utilises the extended sentiment service from Expert               

System’s commercial Cogito API product. This service recognises overall sentiment in the text as well as                

sentiment associated with detected entities (such as brands) referred to in the text.  

3.3.1 Algorithm and Reference Data 

It uses a semantic sentiment and entity extraction system based on Sensigrafo, a proprietary semantic               

network that represents concepts as lists of near synonyms. Through a process of grammatical parsing and                

concept disambiguation, it identifies concepts referred to in the text as well as expressions of sentiment                

associated with some of those concepts and an overall assessment of the sentiment expressed by the text. 

This is a closed source commercial product that will be used in the social TV and brand reputation                  

management MixedEmotions pilots and serves as an example of integration of external tools into the               

MixedEmotions platform. 

3.4 Sentiment Analysis Module for English and Spanish 

There are currently two modules for sentiment analysis from the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid which               

correspond with two main approaches, supporting English and Spanish. 

The first sentiment analysis module has been developed focusing on a traditional approach, based on               

feature-engineering and lexical resources. This module is an evolution of the methods used in the               

TASS2015 challenge [Villena et al. 2015]. It uses a feature extractor (n-grams, lexicons, negations, etc.)               

and a classifier (SVM, Support Vector Machine) to predict two output classes: positive and negative.               

Although it was developed for Spanish tweets, the whole system has been also adapted to an English tweet                  

corpus.  

The second sentiment analysis module is based on Word Embedding techniques. More specifically, this              

module uses the word2vec algorithm [Mikolov et. al. 2013] and a combination technique for representing               

the natural language in a single vector and a linear learner trained with Stochastic Gradient Descent. Added                 

to this, the word vectors are combined with pre-trained sentiment vectors. This module has been trained and                 

tested for analysis of the English Twitter domain. 
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3.4.1 Algorithm and Reference Data 

The first sentiment analysis algorithm is divided into three parts. First of all, the text is preprocessed. This                  

part was developed focusing on Twitter messages. Then, a feature extractor processes the results and               

obtains a set of features. This feature set has been decided according to the article Mohammad introduced in                  

Semeval2013 [Mohammad, Kiritchenko et al. 2013], but the way to extract features from Spanish and               

English is different. However, the same features are extracted. Finally, there is a SVM (support vector                

machine) algorithm, which is trained with the features extracted from the training corpus.  

Two lexicons have been used to extract some significant features from the preprocessed text. These are the                 

resources used on the sentiment analysis: 

● Elh-Polar [Roncal et al. 2015], a dictionary based on Spanish tweets. Elh-Polar assigns to each               

word a polarity: positive or negative. This lexicon was developed during the previous competitions              

of the TASS2015. 

● SentiWordNet [Esuli et al. 2006] is a lexical resource for opinion mining. SentiWordNet assigns to               

each synset of WordNet three sentiment scores: positivity, negativity, objectivity. This is used for              

English sentiment analysis, but it can be used also for Spanish. 

The word2vec algorithm [Mikolov et. al. 2013] extracts word embeddings from unsupervised data. That is,               

each word of the original data is mapped to an n-dimensional vector. For this algorithm to perform                 

adequately, it requires a relatively large amount of data.  

The corpus used in both english systems is the sentiment140 dataset , which contains 1,600,000 tweets               10

properly labeled for sentiment analysis. The SVM based algorithm has been trained with the sentiment140               

dataset and the SemEval15 train set. Results for each of these models are detailed below. As for the data-set                   

for the Spanish implementation, the tweet corpus from the TASS2015 workshop [Villena et al. 2015] is                

used. This corpus has 68.000 sentiment-labeled tweets in Spanish. For the additional word vectors              

pre-trained for the sentiment domain, the resource used has been described by Tang et al. [Tang et al.,                  

2014].  

Algorithm Training Dataset Test Dataset UAR 
CV 

F1 
CV UAR F1 

10 http://help.sentiment140.com/for-students/ 
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SVM based Sentiment140 (EN) SemEval dev* (EN) 75.93 75.69 79.72 70.01 

SVM based SemEval train (EN) SemEval dev (EN) 48.73 62.93 50.43 59.43 

SVM based TASS2015 (ES) - 74.27 74.43 - - 

Word 
Embeddings Sentiment140 (EN) SemEval dev* (EN) 78.96 78.99 87.47 82.58 

*Dataset aligned for binary classification. 

 

3.5 Suggestion Mining for English Text 

So far, opinion mining has been mainly associated with sentiment analysis. We observe that people tend to                 
provide suggestions while expressing their opinions about a certain entity, and there is a loss of information                 
when we represent opinions as sentiments only [Negi 2016]. This module performs the extraction of               
suggestions (advice, tips, recommendations) from the text on social media platforms, and is referred as               
“suggestion mining”. Since suggestion mining is a young area of research, our contribution also covers the                
creation of benchmark datasets to facilitate the development and evaluation of suggestion mining methods.              
Currently this module is only available for the English language. This module takes in a large amount of                  
opinionated text about an entity and returns all the suggestion containing sentences in this text. We                
implement suggestion mining as a binary text classification task, where the input text is split into sentences                 
and each sentence is classified into a suggestion and non-suggestion class.  
 

3.5.1 Algorithm and Training Data 

This module is written in Python 3.5 and it also uses the two types of neural network based classifiers as                    
used by the sentiment analysis module discussed in section 3.1. The classifier implementation remains same               
except that this module performs a 2-class classification, unlike the 3-class classification in the case of                
sentiment analysis module. The pre-processing for twitter data also remains the same.  
 
The datasets used for training the classifiers are built by us, which is a result of our studies on domain                    
selection, qualitative and quantitative analysis of suggestions, and annotation guidelines for crowdsourced            
annotations [Negi and Buitelaar 2015]. These datasets comprise of sentences and tweets, manually labeled              
with suggestion and non-suggestion classes. The sentence datasets are from the domains of electronics              
reviews, hotel reviews, travel discussion forums, suggestion forums [Negi et al. 2016]. The tweets in twitter                
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dataset for Suggestion Mining [Negi et al. 2016] cover a wide variety of tweets about random topics                 
collected using hashtags which came up as top unigrams from a SVM based classifier trained on non-twitter                 
datasets.  
In the evaluation table below, all of the reported matrices are for the suggestion class only. LSTM                 
architecture is used for the non-twitter datasets since it shows better performance for the standard text,                
while CNN tends to perform better for the twitter datasets. In the case of train-test scenario, classification                 
performance on twitter is evaluated on a suggestion labelled twitter dataset [Dong et al. 2013] which                
contains tweets about Microsoft Windows phones.  
 

Training Data Evaluation type        P        R      F1 

Hotel Reviews Cross-validation 0.576 0.717 0.639 

Electronics 
Reviews 

Cross-validation 0.663 0.681 0.672 

Discussion forums Cross-validation 0.609 0.630 0.617 

Discussion forums Test data: Electronics Reviews 0.500 0.532 0.516 

Tweets Cross-validation 0.590 0.752 0.661 

Tweets [Negi et al. 
2016] 

Test tweets: Microsoft tweets [Dong 
et al. 2013] 

0.189 0.351 0.246 

 

 

4 Multilingual Emotion Detection from Text 

The identification of more nuanced emotion in text is a relatively new, less developed area of research                 

compared to the extraction of only positive and negative sentiment and suffers from a paucity of annotated                 

data resources for model training and evaluation, and very few of these are in languages other than English.                  

The bulk of existing research into emotion extraction has been in the English language, placing multilingual                

emotion extraction into the realm of innovative research. In the vein of multilingual emotion detection,               

WordNet translations (see Section 6) have been incorporated with the WordNet-Affect based lexical             
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emotion detector described in Section 4.1 to provide baseline emotion detection from text in multiple               

languages. 

In an attempt to address the lack of resources for building and evaluating emotion detection models,                

MixedEmotions has developed a crowd sourced emotion annotated corpus of tweets. This is described later               

in Section 5. 

The remainder of this section is organised as follows: Section 4.1 describes several emotion detection               

models developed by MixedEmotions. Section 4.2 presents evaluations of the models. Section 4.3 describes              

avenues for future planned research into emotion detection from text and across languages. 

4.1 Implemented Emotion Detection Algorithms and Associated Reference Data 

Four baseline emotion detection models have been implemented for the MixedEmotions platform. The first              

two use machine learning methods trained on the SemEval 2007 task 14 corpus [Strapparava and Mihalcea                

2007] and the Twitter Emotion Corpus [Mohammad 2012] which uses emotion hash tags as noisy emotion                

labels. Both these data sets use Ekman’s six basic emotion classes as labels. The last two use a lexicon                   

based word counting approach utilising WordNet-Affect [Strapparava et al. 2004] for categorical emotions             

(Ekman’s categories minus surprise) and ANEW [Bradley and Lang 1999] for dimensional emotion             

representations respectively. This second model also returns an Ekman emotion category for each text via               

proximity to pre-calculated centroids for each category. Utilising translations of WordNet (see Section 5),              

this WordNet-Affect model can be adapted to any of the 23 official European languages. 

The machine learning emotion detection models provided in the MixedEmotions platform use support             

vector machines implemented in LibSVM with unigrams, bigrams and trigrams as features. Evaluation was              

also carried out on Naive Bayes classifiers, but their performance was not so good as the SVM models.  

4.2 Evaluation of Emotion Detection Modules 

The table below shows the cross validation performance of the two machine learning based emotion               

detection modules. Values are unweighted averages over emotion classes.  

Model Training/Eval 
Data 

Precision Recall F1 

Naive Bayes SemEval07 0.40 0.40 0.38 
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SVM Hashtag tweets 0.52 0.43 0.37 

WordNet-Affect SemEval07 0.35 0.05 0.09 

ANEW 
(cateogires) 

SemEval07 0.06 0.27 0.09 

 

The lexicon approach shows an accuracy around 30%, in contrast to around 60% accuracy for the machine                 

learning models (this is higher than the F-measures above due to reasonable performance on larger emotion                

classes such as ‘joy’). 

Another factor affecting these results is the quality of the SemEval2007 corpus, which is rather poor.                

Inter-annotator agreement ranges from a Pearson correlation of 0.36 (surprise) to 0.68 (sadness), with              

surprise, disgust and anger all falling below 0.50. This indicates that emotion recognition is hard, even for                 

humans. Results from submissions to the SemEval 2007 competition also show poor results, with almost all                

precision values below 50% and recall values below 25%, so substantial improvements using that data set                

as the ground truth will be difficult. Other work on emotion prediction shows comparable results               

[Mohammad, Zhu et al. 2015]. 

4.3 Emotion Recognition Research Agenda 

The new annotated data sets described in Section 5 now provide a means for development and evaluation of                  

new emotion recognition capabilities. This section outlines the primary methodologies under consideration            

for development of new models by MixedEmotions partners. 

There are three approaches under consideration: supervised and semi-supervised models that utilise the             

annotated data directly, distant learning models that utilise user generated emotion indications such as              

emojis and emotion rich hash tags as noisy emotion labels and unsupervised bayesian statistical models that                

draw on sentiment or emotion lexicons. 

Deep Learning, a neural network based supervised machine learning approach, has achieved notable             

improvements in many areas of natural language processing, including sentiment analysis [Socher et al.              

2013, Rosenthal et al. 2015] and it has been suggested in the literature that improvements in emotion                 

analysis are likely also to be possible [Mohammad and Alm 2015]. The work on supervised and distant                 

learning emotion models will utilise such models. The primary network architectures under consideration             
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are LSTM (long-short-term memory) [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997; Gers et al. 2000] and sliding              

context window neural network models [dos Santos and Gatti 2014] using word embedding features              

provided by either word2vec [Mikolov et al. 2013a; Mikolov et al. 2013b]. 

Another approach that has achieved some success in sentiment analysis utilises a customised bayesian topic               

model in combination with sentiment lexicons [Lin and He 2009]. This unsupervised approach does not               

require labelled data, yet achieved results comparable to the state of the art supervised methods. The                

approach used allows for any number of sentiment categories, and so can be directly applied to recognition                 

of categorical emotions, however it is unclear whether the larger number of categories would render the                

model ineffective. 

4.3.1 Distant Learning for Emotion Detection from Text 

Current distant learning approaches for sentiment and emotion detection from text utilise direct emotion              

indications by the authors of text. Typical indications are emoticons (combinations of characters that              

represent facial expressions such as (-: and :P and many others), unicode emojis such as and hash tags                   

with emotion specific words such as #happy . Such indications can be considered as noisy emotion labels                

and used to train supervised models on (potentially quite large) collections of texts. The SVM hash tag                 

based model described in Section 4.2 is such a model. Previous work with distant learning for emotion                 

detection includes: [Purver and Battersby 2012] used distant supervision labels for detecting Ekman’s six              

emotions in Twitter, in their case hashtags and emoticons. They conduct several experiments to assess the                

quality of classifiers to identify and discriminate between different emotions. A survey reveals that              

emoticons associated with anger, surprise, and disgust are ambiguous. Generally, they find that emoticons              

are unreliable labels for most emotions besides happiness and sadness. In another study, [Suttles and Ide                

2013] examine hashtags, emoticons, as well as emojis as distantly supervised labels to detect Plutchik’s               

eight emotions, constructing a binary classifier for each pair of polar opposites. In order to create a                 

multi-way classifier, they require four additional neutral binary classifiers. Other work found success using              

text emoticons and selected hashtags for sentiment annotation [Davidov et al. 2010] and emotion-specific              

hash tags for emotion annotation [Mohammad, 2012][Mohammad and Kiritchenko 2015]. 

By far the most common emotion indicators used in social media data are emojis, which occur on Twitter,                  

for example, hundreds of times more frequently than emotion hashtags and have largely replaced text               

emoticons in most social media platforms. Emojis usage has been rapidly increasing in recent years               

[emogi.com 2015]. Further, research into emotion perception from text emoticons found that they stimulate              
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similar responses in the brain to real faces, indicating that they are an effective proxy to facial expressions,                  

which have been found to convey up to half or communicated emotions in face-to-face interactions               

[Churches et al. 2014]. MixedEmotions performed a pilot study to evaluate emojis as emotion labels and                

map the way forward [Wood and Ruder 2016]. 

First, for each of Ekman’s 6 basic emotions, a selection of emojis was chosen that we felt communicated the                   

respective emotion. These were used in a Twitter search query to collect over half a million tweets in a two                    

week period. Excluding retweets, 190,591 were in English, with many other languages present in significant               

numbers (notably Japanese and Spanish). For evaluation, a selection of these tweets, with the emoji from                

the search query removed, were chosen for annotation with Ekman’s 6 basic emotions (see Section 5.1).                

Two forms of evaluation were performed: comparison of annotated emotions to labels inferred from the               

emoji using pointwise mutual information (PMI) and evaluation of an SVM model built with distant               

learning as well as a naive model where the emoji labels were taken as emotion predictions.  

 
PMI scores between emojis and annotated emotions. Emoji ↓, annotated →, Ø: No emotion.  

Bold indicates highest values per emoji (ie: by row). 

Note that among all emojis, emotions are mostly correlated with their corresponding standard emoji.              

However, we noted that anger and – to a lesser degree – surprise emojis are also correlated with disgust,                   

while we observe a high correlation between sadness emoji and fear. Additionally, some emojis that we                

have associated with sadness and fear seem to be somewhat ambiguous, showcasing a slight correlation               

with joy. This can be due to two reasons: a) Some fear and sad emojis can be equally used to express joy; b)                       

some tweets containing these emojis are ambiguous without context and can be attributed to both joy and                 

fear or sadness. 

These results suggest that emojis may be useful as distant emotion labels for statistical models of emotion in                  

text. There was evidence of ambiguous emoji usage and interpretation, signalling the need for further               

investigation into correspondences between emojis and emotions, particularly in the multilingual setting. 
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Emotion F1 by Emoji Labels F1 by Distant Supervision Number of  
tweets 

Joy 0.51 0.64 136,623 

Sadness 0.22 0.59 36,797 

Anger 0.25 0.35 7,658 

Fear 0.17 0.20 6,060 

Surprise 0.38 0.28 2,943 

Disgust 0.26 0.10 510 

F-1 scores for distant supervision and emoji as emotion labels. 

Emotion prediction by the SVM model and using emojis as emotion labels are comparable, and in some                 

cases distant learning is superior. This is encouraging, as it indicates the existence of lexical features                

associated with emoji and emotion usage, which can be leveraged by classifiers trained using distant               

supervision to capture some of the underlying emotional content. As the ability of emojis to predict                

emotions can be seen as a ceiling to classifier performance, classifiers will benefit from refining emoji                

labels. Finally, investigating emoji usage and potential differences across language will allow us to train               

language-specific emotional classifiers. Note that classification is difficult for rare emotion classes where             

the data is highly imbalanced, as is typically the case in machine learning problems.  

Planned further work with distant learning approaches includes deeper investigation of the use of emojis for                

emotion expression across languages, investigation of other language forms and hashtags that are strongly              

indicative of emotions, and development and evaluation of deep learning models trained on large numbers               

of distant labelled tweets. 

5 New Emotion Annotated Data 

The most significant challenge to effective emotion recognition from text lies in the lack of quality emotion                 

annotated data. As a step towards addressing this lack, MixedEmotions has constructed emotion annotated              

collections of tweets. First, two pilot studies were undertaken, one with a categorical emotion representation               
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(Ekman’s 6 emotions: joy, sadness, fear, anger, surprise and disgust) the other with relative annotations in a                 

dimensional model (valence, arousal, dominance and surprise).  

Text annotation with categorical emotion schemes is plagued by low inter-annotator agreement. Anecdotal             

evidence suggests two factors that compound this problem: the complexity of the annotation task              

(identifying one or more of 6 or 8 emotions) and absolute judgements (as opposed to relative, which have                  

been shown to be more consistent between annotators). Separate annotation of valence, arousal and              

dominance presents a far simpler task to an annotator. Further, use of comparative annotations was hoped to                 

further increase inter-annotator consistency.  

Results from these studies support these ideas, so a scaled up study using the CrowdFlower platform was                 

conducted with that emotion/annotation model. 

5.1 First Pilot Study ― Categorical Annotations 

The first pilot study [Wood and Ruder 2016] was aimed at investigating the merits of unicode emojis (small                  

images such as smiley faces represented as unicode characters) as noisy emotion labels. A set of 62                 

commonly used emojis were selected and 190,591 tweets (excluding retweets) containing these emojis were              

collected over a two week period in February 2016 using the Twitter sample API. These tweets were used                  

in a distant learning experiment (where the emojis are considered as noisy emotion labels) which is further                 

discussed in Section 4.3.1. From this data, we selected a random subset of 60 tweets containing at least one                   

emotion emoji for each emotion, 360 tweets in total. For these, we removed emotion indicative emojis and                 

created an annotation task. The guidelines of the task ask the annotator to annotate all emotions expressed in                  

the text, selecting from Ekman’s 6 basic emotions. If users detected none of the 6 emotions, they were                  

directed to select nothing. For cases where the users could not understand the tweet or felt there was                  

insufficient information to get a picture of the authors emotion, there was also a “can’t tell” option. 

In past research using crowd-sourcing, a tweet is usually annotated by three annotators. As emotion               

annotation is notoriously ambiguous, we increased the number of annotators. In total, 17 annotators              

annotated between 60 and 360 of the provided tweets, providing us with a large sample of different                 

annotations. 

For calculating inter-annotator agreement, we use Fleiss’ kappa. We weight each annotation with 6/nij              

where nij is the number of emotions annotated by annotator i for tweet j in order to prevent a bias towards                     
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annotators that favor multiple emotions. This yields κ of 0.51, which signifies moderate agreement, a value                

in line with previous reported annotation studies.  

5.2 Second Pilot Study ― Relative Dimensional Annotations 

In this study, we investigated two schemes for comparing tweets along each of four emotion dimensions:                

Valence, Arousal, Potency/Dominance, Surprise and Intensity. Relative annotations were chose as humans            

have been found to be more consistent with relative choices. Annotation guidelines used more accessible               

words to describe the first three emotion dimensions (Happy/Sad, Excited/Bored, Confident/Unsure           

respectively — Surprise and Intensity were used as is) and stressed that it was the feeling experienced by                  

the tweet author that was sought.  

The first annotation scheme simply presented annotators with two tweets and asked them to identify which                

author’s emotion was stronger in the respective emotion dimension. Options for “About the same” and               

“Can’t tell” were also provided. It was stressed that “Can’t tell” was to be used only when one or other of                     

the tweets was unintelligible or it was impossible to form a clear picture of their respective emotional state. 

The second annotation scheme used the MaxDiff approach [Kiritchenko et al. 2014], where annotators are               

presented with four texts and asked to choose the two texts where the authors were feeling the most and                   

least positive/active/dominant/etc... MaxDiff has been widely used in marketing studies, however has only             

recently been applied in scientific contexts. The most important advantage of the MaxDiff approach is that                

it utilises relative annotations (A is more than B). MaxDiff questions provide four out of the six possible                  

comparisons between pairs of the presented texts, and thus is efficient at gathering information. Further,               

results from MaxDiff surveys are easily converted into numerical scores for the texts [Orme 2009]. 

For this pilot study, 30 distinct tweet pairs and 18 sets of four distinct tweets were chosen randomly from a                    

collection of tweets drawn from the Twitter Sample API between November 14th 2015 and February 22nd                11

2016. This extended period of collection was intended to reduce the bias from trending topics with high                 

tweet rates over short periods. Even so, there were many tweets related to the upcoming US election.                 

Tweets containing URLs and those containing hashtags of the form “#Vote…” were removed. 

Initial annotations with the MaxDiff approach indicated that the annotation tasks were cognitively very              

challenging and the time needed to annotate each tweet set was many times more than annotating a tweet                  

11 The Twitter sample API provides a stream containing approximately 1% of all tweets in real time. 
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pair, effectively counteracting the increased number of tweet comparisons per task. This approach was thus               

considered inappropriate for scaled up annotations on the CrowdFlower platform. 

There were 150 comparison tasks (30 tweet pairs in 5 emotion dimensions), 10 annotators took part in the                  

study, each annotating between 30 and 150 tweet pairs. Using a novel annotation distance metric (see                

“Annotation Similarity Metrics” below), annotator agreement was 0.44 by Krippendorff’s alpha, which            

signifies moderate agreement. 

 Valence Arousal Dominance Intensity Surprise 

Valence  0.56 0.06 0.44 0.26 

Arousal 0.56  0.18 0.54 0.51 

Dominance 0.06 0.18  0.01 -0.07 

Intensity 0.44 0.54 0.01  0.19 

Surprise 0.26 0.51 -0.07 0.19  

Correlation between emotion dimensions 

In the table above, we can see that valence, arousal and intensity all inter-correlate fairly strongly. For each                  

emotion dimension, the highest correlator is arousal. Dominance is the most independent, with nearly zero               

correlation with most dimensions. Due to the costs of, scaled up annotation efforts, we sought to reduce the                  

number of annotated dimensions in the CrowdFlower annotation project (see Section 5.4). Valence, arousal              

and dominance dimensions have been retained, as they are a de-facto standard used in many other affective                 

computing contexts. Of intensity and surprise, the dimension most independent of others is surprise, so it                

also was retained. 

5.3 Pilot Study Agreement Comparison 

In order to obtain a figure comparable to assessment of annotator agreement between the categorical               

annotations in the first pilot and relative dimensional annotations in the second pilot study, we also                

calculated Krippendorff’s Alpha, a measure of agreement utilising an arbitrary metric of the difference              

between two annotations and thus suitable to both scenarios. On Krippendorff’s Alpha, Wikipedia states: 
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The virtue of a single coefficient with these variations is that computed reliabilities are comparable               

across any numbers of coders, values, different metrics, and unequal sample sizes. 

To apply this metric to the two annotation scenarios, we developed conceptually similar metrics of               

annotator disagreement for the two annotation schemes. In analyses of both categorical and relative              

annotation, “can’t tell” annotations were discarded. 

5.3.1 Annotation Similarity Metrics 

For this purpose, there are several metrics that have been applied to categorical annotations in the past. The                  

Jacccard set similarity metric [Jaccard 2012] is the ratio between the sizes of the intersection and union of                  

the sets. Passonneau [Passonneau 2004] observed that if one annotator is inclined to provide, in general,                

more labels than another annotator, you should consider any extra labels from the prolific annotator as less                 

indicative of disagreement, proposing a simple difference metric that attempts to capture this idea (see               

below). Passonneau later proposed a combination of the two metrics [Passonneau 2006], capturing the              

granularity of the Jaccard metric and the motivating principle of his previous proposal. He named this                

metric MASI (Measuring Agreement on Set-valued Items). 

 

 

Another scenario, where the above metrics could be seen as overly pessimistic, is as follows: in cases where                  

an annotator feels strongly about one or two labels, but adds some others with less conviction, the                 

annotation scheme is unable to represent the situation. If we assume that agreed labels are most likely the                  

labels that the annotators felt strongly about, we would consider any other annotated labels to indicate only                 

mild disagreement, even if both annotators indicated an emotion distinct from the other annotator (hence               

Passonneau would give a high dissimilarity of 0.6). Motivated by this observation, we developed a new                

difference metric: the average proportion of unmatched annotations between the two annotated sets. 
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For relative emotion annotations, we can use a naive difference metric (simply if the annotations differ).  

 

Following a similar intuition to the above metrics, we also develop a second difference metric. The situation                 

here is somewhat simplified — there are 3 annotation options: the first tweet, about the same and the second                   

tweet. Following the intuition that, when the tweet authors are actually close on the annotated emotion                

scale, one annotator may be more inclined to choose “about the same” where another may prefer to choose                  

one tweet or the other. In such cases, the annotations can be taken to differ little, and we score such                    

situations with a difference of . 

 

 

 

5.3.2 Agreement Comparison 

The table below shows Krippendorff alpha scores for preliminary annotations using each of the metrics               

described above. 

Metric Novel Masi Jaccard Passonneau Naive  

Categorical 0.33 0.30 0.31 0.32 - 

Comparisons 0.44 - - - 0.35 

 

Note that even with the least optimistic metric for relative emotions (Naive), inter annotation agreement is                

comes out slightly higher than with the most optimistic measure for categorical annotations (Novel). For               

this reason, we chose relative annotations for the scaled up annotation project on the CrowdFlower               

platform. 
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5.4 CrowdFlower Annotations 

Having decided on relative annotations of binary pairs as the annotation approach for scaled up annotation,                

we launched CrowdFlower job. Emotion dimensions chosen for annotation are valence, arousal, dominance             

and surprise — the first three as they are a de-facto standard in many other affective computing contexts                  

and surprise as it correlates less than intensity with the other emotion dimensions.  

Two thousand tweets were sampled randomly from Twitter streaming API output over two periods: 19 days                

from February 2nd 2016 and 14 days from July 15th 2016. The extended time period is intended to reduce                   

biases caused by trending events which can dominate tweet generation over short periods of time. 

Through identification of particular tweets with low annotator agreement and common sense, we attempted              

to remove tweets that do not express emotion or are difficult to annotate for some other reason. Specifically,                  

tweets matching any of the following heuristics were discarded: 

lots of small words 
lots of new lines 
quotations 
obscure acronyms 
non english characters 

high proportion tags/mentions 
high number of stop words 
weather channel tweets 
#Vote… 
follow, followme, ... 

A further manual assessment of selected tweets was carried out to remove obvious problematic tweets that                

remained. 

From the remaining 2000 tweets, tweet pairs were randomly chosen such that each tweet was contained in                 

at least one pair. Tweet pairs with high annotator agreement from the pilot annotation project were included                 

as “gold standard” test questions: CrowdFlower uses a continuous evaluation strategy for annotators where              

annotators are presented with one test question in each page of tasks. Annotators that fail to annotate in                  

agreement with the “gold standard” are prevented from further annotation. When annotators start, they are               

presented with a page of only gold standard tasks, and must complete this to a specified accuracy level                  

before being allowed to continue. 

Annotations were gathered in three phases. An initial phase of 200 tweet pairs was used to generate further                  

gold standard tweet pairs (this allows annotators to annotate a larger number of tweet pairs, enabling faster                 

completion of the job). For this first and a second phase of 800 paris, CrowdFlower’s dynamic annotation                 

strategy was used: four annotations were collected for each tweet pair, if less than 75% of annotations                 
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agreed, a further 2 annotations were obtained. For a final phase of 1000 pairs, this dynamic functionality                 

was abandoned, as it was observed that agreement did not increase with the extra annotations. 

Dominance and surprise appeared to be more difficult tasks, with more annotators failing the test questions                

and less annotators in general. At the time of writing, these tasks did not complete, though dominance is                  

close with only 20% of tasks remaining. 

Annotator agreement was calculated with Krippendorff’s Alpha and the novel distance metric described             

above. Due to bias towards low agreement introduced by CrowdFlowers dynamic annotation strategy, a              

maximum of 4 annotations per tweet pair was used in the calculation, randomly selected for pairs with more                  

than 4. Alpha scores were marginally better than those in the pilot studies, representing moderate               

agreement. 

Emotion Dim. Krippendorff’s Alpha 
Excited 0.48 
Happy 0.48 
Surprised 0.47 
Confident 0.35 

Overall 0.45 

5.5 Ongoing Annotation Work 

The collected annotations can be used both for evaluation of emotion detection models and as training data                 

for supervised or semi-supervised models. Dimensional emotion models can be evaluated directly on the              

comparison task and models that perform that task can be trained directly with the data. In order to build an                    

absolute model (one that predicts VAD scores for a given tweet), the annotations can be used to estimate a                   

ranking of the tweets (see below). Alternatively, a novel direct training mechanism may be feasible.  

The CrowdFlower annotation tasks were designed with the intention to use the comparisons to estimate               

scores for each tweet in each annotated dimension. Annotation of a further 2000 tweet pairs is planned, with                  

pairs chosen to maximise the information gained with respect to ranking the tweets. 

Further annotation efforts with other representation systems and/or languages will also be considered. Such              

efforts would enable emotion recognition models for those systems/languages and allow us to evaluate              

conversions between representation systems and/or transfer learning approaches between languages. 
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6 New Multilingual Lexical Emotion Resources 

Princeton WordNet [Fellbaum, 1998] is one of the most significant resources for natural language              

processing and has been augmented with emotion annotations in WordNet-Affect [Strapparava and            

Valitutti, 2004] and the plWordNet team in emoWordNet [Marek et al., 2012]. However, Princeton              12

WordNet is only available for English and huge efforts have been made to extend WordNet with                

multilingual information in projects, such as EuroWordNet (Vossen, 1998), BalkaNet (Tufiş et al., 2004) or               

MultiWordNet (Pianta et al., 2002). As synsets represent a concept that can be lexicalized in various ways,                 

it is assumed that in the most case the emotions for a single concept would be shared across cultures and                    

languages to a very large extent. As such, having a WordNet available in another language should allow us                  

to project the annotations from WordNet-Affect and emoWordNet (which was in fact annotated relative to               

plWordNet for Polish) to another language.  

Unfortunately, most non-English wordnets have fewer synsets than the Princeton WordNet and there are              

still many languages for which a wordnet does not exist or is not available to all potential users due to                    

licensing restrictions, impacting applications in information retrieval, word sense disambiguation, sentiment           

analysis or knowledge management that rely on Princeton WordNet. Most wordnets in other languages have               

followed an extended approach (Vossen, 2005), where the structure of Princeton WordNet is preserved and               

only the words in each synset are translated and new synsets are added for concepts, which are not                  

lexicalized in English. Since manual multilingual translation and evaluation of wordnets using this approach              

is a very time consuming and expensive process, we apply statistical machine translation (SMT) system to                

automatically translate WordNet entries. While an SMT system can only return the most frequent              

translation when given a term by itself, it has been observed that SMT provides strong word sense                 

disambiguation when the word is given in the context of a sentence. As a motivating example, we consider                  

the word vessel , which is a member of three synsets in Princeton WordNet, whereby the most frequent                 

translation, e.g., as given by Google Translate, is Schiff in German and nave in Italian, corresponding to                 

i60833 1 ‘a craft designed for water transportation’. For the second sense, i65336 ‘a tube in which a body                   

fluid circulates’, we assume that we know the German translation for this sense is Gefäß and we look in our                    

approach for sentences in a parallel corpus, where the words vessel and Gefäß both occur and obtain a                  

context such as ‘blood vessel’ that allows the SMT system to translate this sense correctly. This alone is not                   

sufficient as Gefäß is also a translation of i60834 ‘an object used as a container’, however in Italian these                   

12 https://clarin-pl.eu/en/polish-wordnet-2-3-available-now/ 
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two senses are distinct (vaso and recipiente respectively), thus by using as many languages as possible we                 

maximize our chances of finding a well disambiguated context. 

6.1 Methodology and Experimental Setting 

Our approach takes the advantage of the increasing amount of parallel corpora in combination with               

wordnets in languages other than English for sense disambiguation, which will help us to improve               

automatic translations of English WordNet entries. We assume that we have a multilingual parallel corpus               

consisting of sentences,  in a language l, grouped into parallel translations: 

 

We also assume that we have a collection of wordnets consisting of a set of senses, synsets, for each                    

language: 

 

We say that a context , in language (in our case this is always English), is disambiguated in n l 0                      

languages for a word  if: 

 

That is, a context is disambiguated in n languages for a word, if for each of its translations we have a                     

context in the parallel corpus that contains one of the known synset translations. Furthermore, we assume                

we have an SMT system that can translate any context in into our target language, , and produces a                    

phrase alignment such that we know which word in the output corresponds to the input word. We used the                   

following methods to choose contexts for the SMT system:  
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None The SMT system is given only the word as a single sentence as input, thus the most frequent                    

translation is returned.  

Random context A random , such that , is chosen.  

Disambiguated context The contexts are ordered by the number of languages that they are disambiguated               

in, and the context that is disambiguated in the maximal number of languages is chosen. If there are                  

multiple such languages, one context is chosen at random.  

m-Disambiguated contexts The contexts are ordered, as above, and the m top scoring contexts are used,                

with ties broken at random. Each of these contexts is given to the SMT system and the most frequent                   

translation across these m contexts is used. The previous mode is the same as this when m = 1. 

t-best Translations The SMT system is configured to return the t highest scoring translations, according to                

its model, and we select the translation as the most frequent translation of the context among this t-best list.                   

In our experiments, we combined this with m disambiguations to give tm candidate translations from which                

the candidate is chosen.  

Target Side Lookup (TSL) We can also utilize the translation of our context into the target language                  

from the parallel corpus, however this cannot be applied directly as we do not know which word(s) in                   

correspond to the input and previous work (Arcan et al., 2014) has shown that automatic inference of this                  

alignment (e.g., with GIZA++) can seriously affect performance. Instead we filter contexts to those that               

generate a translation candidate, , such that , i.e., the machine translation agrees with the               

gold-standard translation at least for the word of interest. 

6.2 Wordnets for Sense Disambiguation in Parallel Corpora 

The Princeton WordNet is a large, publicly available lexical semantic database of English nouns, verbs,               

adjectives and adverbs, grouped into synsets (≈ 117,000). We engage further wordnets in a variety of                

languages, provided by the Open Multilingual Wordnet web page. The individual wordnets have been made               

by many projects and we use ten wordnets in different languages for our experiments, i.e, Croatian (Oliver                 

et al., 2015), Dutch (Postma et al., 2016), Finnish (Lindén and Carlson., 2010), French (Sagot and Fišer,                 

2008), Italian (Toral et al., 2010), Polish (Maziarz et al., 2012), Portuguese (de Paiva and Rademaker,                
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2012), Romanian (Tufiş et al., 2008), Slovene (Fišer et al., 2012) and Spanish (Gonzalez Agirre et al., 2012)                  

WordNet.  

Statistical Machine Translation 

Our approach is based on phrase-based SMT (Koehn et al., 2003), where we wish to find the best                  

translation of a string, given by a log-linear model combining a set of features. The translation that                 

maximizes the score of the log-linear model is obtained by searching all possible translations candidates.               

The decoder, which is a search procedure, provides the most probable translation based on a statistical                

translation model learned from the training data.  

For our translation task, we use the statistical translation toolkit Moses (Koehn et al., 2007), where word                 

alignments, necessary for generating translation models, were built with the GIZA++ toolkit (Och and Ney,               

2003). The Kenlm toolkit (Heafield, 2011) was used to build a 5-gram language model. 

Parallel Resources for SMT training and Word-Sense-Disambiguation 

To ensure a broad lexical and domain coverage of our SMT system we merged the existing parallel corpora                  

for each language pair from the OPUS web page 5 into one parallel data set, i.e., Europarl (Koehn, 2005),                   

DGT - translation memories generated by the Directorate-General for Translation (Steinberger et al., 2014),              

MultiUN corpus (Eisele and Chen, 2010), EMEA, KDE4, OpenOffice (Tiedemann, 2009),           

OpenSubtitles2012 (Tiedemann, 2012). Similarly, we concatenate parallel corpora for identifying relevant           

sentences containing WordNet entries, which are then translated into the targeted languages. 

Translation Evaluation Metrics 

The automatic translation evaluation is based on the correspondence between the SMT output and reference               

translation (gold standard). For the automatic evaluation we used the BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002),               

METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014) and chrF (Popović, 2015) metrics. BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation             

Understudy) is calculated for individual translated segments (n-grams) by comparing them with a data set of                

reference translations. The calculated scores, between 0 and 100 (perfect translation), are averaged over the               

whole evaluation data set to reach an estimate of the translation’s overall quality. Considering the shortness                

of the entries in WordNet, we report scores based on the unigram overlap (BLEU-1), which is similar to the                   

precision metric. METEOR (Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit ORdering) is based on the               

harmonic mean of precision and recall, whereby recall is weighted higher than precision. Along with exact                
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word (or phrase) matching it has additional features, i.e. stemming, paraphrasing and synonymy matching.              

In contrast to BLEU, the metric produces good correlation with human judgement at the sentence or                

segment level. chrF3 is a character n-gram metric, which has shown very good correlations with human                

judgements on the WMT2015 shared metric task (Stanojević et al., 2015), especially when translating from               

English into morphologically rich(er) languages. As there are multiple translations available for each sense              

in the target wordnet we use all translations as multiple references for BLEU, for the other two metrics we                   

compare only to the most frequent member of the synset.  

The approximate randomization approach in MultEval (Clark et al., 2011) is used to test whether               

differences among system performances are statistically significant with a p-value < 0.05. 

6.3 Evaluation 

In this section we present the evaluation of the translated English WordNet words into Italian, Slovene,                

Spanish and Croatian. We evaluate the quality of translations of the WordNet entries based on the provided                 

contextual information as well as the impact on the number of languages and their effect on word-sense                 

disambiguation. 

Our first evaluation focuses on the importance of identifying most relevant contexts for translation into               

Spanish, Italian, Slovene and Croatian. For a comparable evaluation we translated only senses within              

synsets, which exist in all four targeted languages. Due to the large parallel corpora used to build the                  

translation models, only a small percentage of the identified 10,507 senses could not be translated (Table 3).                 

For around 40% of these senses we could identify relevant context, which was used to guide the SMT to                   

translate the WordNet senses in the right domain (Table 4). 

 

 

 types tokens 

 Numbers Percentage Number Percentage 

English-Italian 507 6.3 521 4.2 

English-Spanish 396 4.9 406 3.3 

English-Slovene 633 7.9 656 5.3 
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English-Croatian 600 7.5 621 5.0 

Table 3: Number of Out-Of-Vocabulary words and their percentage between translation models and             

WordNet senses. 

 

 Number Percentage 

English-Italian 4239 40.35 

English-Spanish 4436 42.22 

English-Slovene 4523 43.04 

English-Croatian 3986 37.94 

Table 4: Statistics (actual number and percentage) of identified context for the evaluated WordNet Senses. 

 

Table 5 illustrates the contribution of the provided contextual information, which supports the SMT system               

in translating the WordNet entries into the correct sense. For this evaluation, we required contexts to be                 

disambiguated by at least five out of nine 7 other languages. We observed that translating a WordNet entry                  

without any contextual information, which we consider as our baseline, provides better translations than              

translating them within a random context, as the most frequent translation is more likely to be correct than a                   

random disambiguation. Once we identify one unambiguous sentence with a WordNet entry to be              

translated, the translation quality significantly improves in terms of the BLEU metric for all four targeted                

languages. Due to the large amount of parallel resources (between ≈15 and ≈50 Million sentences) we                

provide further a set of ten disambiguated sentences to the SMT system and select the most frequent                 

translation of the targeted English WordNet entry. We observed, that the usage of most frequent translation                

helps us to improve the translation quality for 1.1 (for Slovene) and 0.7 (for Croatian) BLEU score points.                  

In our last setting we provide the most frequent translation out of the set of t-best possible translations                  

provided by the SMT system, however this does not seem to increase the quality of translation. Finally, in                  

all settings we applied the target side lookup (TSL) procedure and found that it improves the quality of                  

translation in nearly all settings. 
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Table 5: Evaluation of WordNet translations into Spanish, Slovene, Italian and Croatian with context-aware 

techniques (TSL = Target Sentence Lookup; number of languages used for disambiguation = 5) 

 

Error Analysis 

In order to investigate to what extent the automatically generated translations differ from the existing entries                

in the target wordnets we manually inspected the WordNet translations. We compare results where              

contextual information was used with the approach where WordNet entries were translated in isolation,              

hence without context. For Slovene, the contextual information provided a correct translation of the              

WordNet entry space (outer space/location outside the Earth’s atmosphere, i81724) as vesolje , where the              

context-less translation approach produced the word prostor , in the meaning of place, room or property .               

Similarly, translating medicine (medical science, i38643) without contextual information provided a wrong            

translation as zdravilo (medication, drug, i56119), instead of the Slovene equivalent medicina . For Italian,              

an evident mistake was observed when translating the word tip (gratuity, i106560), where the translation of                

the word in isolation wrongly produced punta , meaning "the top or extreme point of something" (i82274). A                 
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correct translation in Italian supported by the contextual information was provided as mancia . Further,              

union , in the meaning of trade union or brotherhood (i80384), sindacato in Italian, was wrongly translated                

into the most dominant meaning unione , with its meaning of combination or cohesion . In Croatian, the                

word weed (i105476) as "any plant that crowds out cultivated plants", was wrongly translated into trava                

(drug street name, i57595), if translated in isolation. The correct translation as korov was generated with the                 

disambiguated contextual information. For Spanish, town (i82504) was mistranslated into ciudad (city or             

large town), whereby the preferred sense of the translation pueblo (small town) was generated by using the                 

contextual information. 

Impact of the Number of Languages for Sense Disambiguation 

Even with a very large parallel corpus, as we increase the number of languages, in which we disambiguate                  

the sense, we find that for many senses we cannot find a context that is disambiguated in all languages.                   

Thus, we evaluate the impact of changing the number of languages used to disambiguate an English                

sentence. For this experiment we report the BLEU scores obtained by the best approach identified in                

Section 5.1, i.e. 10 disambiguated contexts. For this evaluation we steadily increase the number of               

languages that we require a sense to be disambiguated in. We compare these results to the baseline setting,                  

where WordNet entries are translated without any context. As the total number of senses that can be                 

translated decreases, the BLEU score for the baseline does not stay constant and in fact increases, as the                  

senses that our method can disambiguate in many languages are those that are more frequent and less                 

ambiguous. Nevertheless, the disambiguation outperforms the baseline if the context is disambiguated in             

more than three languages (Figure 1). For the Romance languages (Italian and Spanish), we outperform the                

baseline between 3 and 6 BLEU points. The improvement is more evident for the Slavic languages (Slovene                 

and Croatian), where the differences can reach more than 10 BLEU points, if five or more languages are                  

used. For all targeted languages, the observed improvements are statistically significant (p<0.005). 
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Figure 1: Impact of languages used for disambiguation and translation quality in terms of BLEU. 

 

Impact of Language Family for Sense Disambiguation 

In addition to the evaluation based on disambiguated contextual information and number of different              

languages, we were interested in how the similarity of languages affects the disambiguation. Firstly, we               

focus on the translations of English, a Germanic language, into Slovene, which is a member of the Slavic                  

language family. We considered the cases, where the context is disambiguated in four languages, but looked                

at two different sets of four languages. Firstly, a group where four languages are of the same family, but                   

different to the source and target language, using four Romance languages: French, Spanish, Romanian and               

Portuguese. Secondly, we evaluate the sense disambiguation approach using two Romance languages,            

French and Spanish, and two Slavic languages, Croatian and Polish. As illustrated in Figure 2 (left part) the                  

contextual disambiguation approach work significantly better if languages, closely related to the target             
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language – in our case Slovene – are used. In our scenario including the Slavic languages to disambiguate                  

the context yields to better translation quality compared to the usage of only Romance languages. Secondly,                

we evaluated our approach if a very distant language is used in the disambiguation, namely Finnish, which                 

is not part of the Indo-European family, the super-family of Romance, Germanic and Slavic languages. We                

perform disambiguation using Polish and Finnish and compare the results when Finnish is replaced with the                

Croatian language. The results in Figure 2 (right part) show that Finnish has less disambiguation power than                 

Croatian even though Croatian is similar to Polish. This is because Croatian, even though it is not close to                   

Spanish or Italian is still much closer than Finnish is. This experiment showed that closely related languages                 

contribute in the disambiguation approach, which yields in our scenario to better translation quality. They               

also show that using a diverse selection of highly distinct languages does not seem to be advantageous in                  

disambiguating senses. 

 

Figure 2: Evaluation on impact of closely-related languages on sense disambiguation for translation quality. 

7 Cross-Lingual Transfer of Emotion Models 

There are several approaches that can be recommended for multilingual emotion detection from text. The               

simplest is to obtain quality emotion annotated data in target languages and build models from that data                 

with mono-lingual emotion recognition algorithms. Emotion annotated data is rare for languages other than              

English, and collecting such data is expensive and time consuming, so this approach will likely not be                 

practical in many situations. 

Another set of approaches enlist the help of machine translation. These approaches will necessarily incur               

errors due to cultural variations in stimuli that elicit emotions as well as modes of emotion expression which                  
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may be expected to translate poorly. For languages that are culturally similar however, these errors may be                 

be reduced. 

A simple naive approach is to translate source texts, for which no emotion recognition models exists into                 

English and apply English emotion recognition models. This has the drawback that machine translation is               

computationally time consuming, typically requiring several seconds for short texts, so this approach will              

not scale well to substantial numbers of texts. Further, translation quality can vary greatly, so errors can be                  

expected from poorly translated texts. Our initial experiments on voice transcripts show poor but significant               

correlation (up to 0.29, p<0.005) between valence estimates of transcripts translated into English (by              

models trained on English sentiment data) and ground truth human annotations of the original verbal               

utterances. This allows us to be cautiously optimistic about the value of emotion estimates from translated                

texts. Further experimentation is planned with social media texts and other emotion aspects (arousal and               

dominance as well as categorical emotion representation schemes) as well as comparisons to emotion              

models trained on same-language ground truth data. 

A different approach that has found some success in sentiment analysis utilises machine translation to build                

emotion annotated data sets in other languages. By excluding poorly translated texts, sentiment recognition              

models for German build from translated English data have achieved results that are comparable to models                

trained on emotion annotated German texts [Klinger and Cimiano 2015]. 

Ongoing work in this area includes the development of assessment methodologies drawing on existing,              

monolingual assessments, multilingual corpora and newly constructed emotion annotated data sets in            

several languages. 

7.1 Machine Translation 

MixedEmotions has developed machine translation capabilities between several European languages.          

Though the quality of machine translation for human consumption often leaves much to be desired, it has                 

proven useful for some natural language processing applications, including sentiment analysis [Klinger and             

Cimiano 2015].  

The machine translation models require substantial disk storage, and so at this stage are implemented as a                 

REST service running on a single server and are not highly scalable. The currently implemented translation                

models cover the language transitions between English and 23 European languages including German,             
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Spanish, Italian and Czech. Besides the targeted project languages, other languages, specifically the official              

european languages, can be easily embedded into the translation pipeline. These translation models are              

grouped under the Insight META System .  13

Our approach is based on the statistical machine translation approach [Koehn et al., 2003], where we wish                 

to find the best translation, e , of a foreign string, f , given by a log-linear model combining a set of features.                     

The translation that maximizes the score of the log-linear model is obtained by searching all possible                

translations via a so called decoder, which is essentially a search procedure that computes the sentences in                 

the target language and provides the most probable translation based on statistical translation model learned               

from the training data.  

 

For a broader domain coverage of the parallel corpora necessary for training a machine translation system,                

we merged several parallel corpora, e.g. JRC-Acquis [Steinberger et al., 2006], Europarl [Koehn et al.,               

2005], DGT (translation memories generated by the Directorate-General for Translation) [Steinberger et al.,             

2014], MultiUN corpus [Eisele and Chen, 2010] or TED talks [Cettolo et al., 2012] among others, into one                  

parallel resource.  

Corpus Name Domain → German → Italian → Spanish → Czech 

JRC-Acquis legislative √  √ √ 

DGT legislative  √ √ √ 

ECB* financial √ √ √  

EMEA* medical √ √ √ √ 

Europarl proceedings of the 
EP 

√ √ √  

Gnome* information 
technology 

 √ √  

KDE* information 
technology 

√ √ √ √ 

13 http://nuig.insight-centre.org/unlp/research/demos/insight-meta-system/ 
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OpenOffice* information 
technology 

√    

PHP* information 
technology 

√    

OpenSubtitles13* translated movie 
subtitles 

√ √ √  

TED talk transcriptions  √ √ √ 

MultiUn United Nation 
Documents 

√    

Wikipedia Titles terminology 
expressions 

 √ √  

Number of parallel sentences: 10,222,259  23,441,275 37,583,385 24,503,259 

 

Used parallel corpora, necessary to train statistical models for translations of English labels into German,               

Italian, Spanish and Czech (resources tagged with * are gathered from the OPUS webpage ; EP = European                 14

Parliament). 

Usage of machine translation for emotion and sentiment recognition typically uses translations to or from               

some targeted project language into English. Translated texts can be either target texts (for which we wish                 

to know their emotional content) or reference texts (which are used to build emotion recognition models).                

Ongoing work on the machine translation models will focus on providing confidence indicators which can               

be used to selectively discard poor quality translations. 

7.2 Ongoing Work — Assessment Methodologies 

The simplest assessment method for cross-lingual transfer of emotion models will utilise emotion labelled              

corpora in source and target languages. Emotions recognised in translated texts will be compared to ground                

truth labels in the source language, and similarly emotions recognised by models built from translated               

corpora will be compared to ground truth labels on target language texts. As noted in Section 4, there are                   

however very few emotion annotated corpora in languages other than English. 

14 http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/index.php 
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Another approach to assessment of cross-lingual transfer of emotion models it to use bilingual text corpora.                

Numerous such corpora exist such as those listed in Section 7.1. With such corpora, one can compare                 

emotion estimates of ground truth translations and machine translations, as well as compare emotion              

estimates of texts in a source language to emotion estimates of ground truth translations by a translated                 

model. Bilingual text corpora typically come from sources such as parliament transcripts, news and              

translated web pages, and can not be expected to contain a high proportion of emotional content.                

Nonetheless, available bi-lingual text resources are substantial and we expect their size to overcome the low                

proportion of emotional content, providing useful assessments of cross-lingual transfer methods. 

8 Conclusions 

In this deliverable we presented work towards the development of multilingual emotion detection modules              

for text. Algorithms for established technologies for sentiment analysis and more nuanced emotion analysis              

have been implemented. While sentiment analysis is a well developed area, and quality training data and                

algorithms exist, detection of more nuanced emotions is less developed and we have found that existing                

resources are insufficient for building quality recognition models and for effectively evaluating those             

models. We have thus embarked on emotion annotation efforts in order to create better quality resources                

and enable better models. Our first annotation effort obtained relative VAD (valence, arousal, dominance)              

comparisons on tweets — to the best of our knowledge, no such publicly available annotated corpora                

currently exists. Machine translation models for all official European languages are complete, allowing             

models to be applied in other languages and allowing the creation of language specific models via                

translating model training data. We have also used machine translation to create versions of WordNet and                

the associated emotion annotated lexical resource WordNet-Affect in all 23 official European languages.             

Further research into emotion detection in English and other languages via both supervised methods with               

our new annotated data and through distant learning using user-provided emotion indicators such as emojis               

and emotion hashtags is anticipated during the final stages of the MixedEmotions project. 
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